Luma is a statewide modernization effort that will combine Budget, Finance, Procurement, Human Resources, and Payroll functionality into one Enterprise Resource System (ERP). This modernization effort will transform the way the State of Idaho does business, improve transparency, increase security, and provide a core foundation for the future.

SCO Enterprise Dashboard: Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)

Who:

- All state employees can benefit from the statewide contract for Multi-Factor Authentication.

What:

- The Luma Project identified disparate MFA contracts as an area for improvement from both a cost savings and security prospective.
- Cisco DUO Mobile will be utilized as the statewide MFA tool on a statewide contract.

When:

The DUO enrollment period will follow a phased approach spanning throughout Spring 2021.

What can I expect?

Cisco DUO Mobile
With the integration of Cisco DUO Mobile into the SCO Enterprise Dashboard sign-in, state employees will now have an additional factor of authentication beyond their StateID and password to access Luma applications. This form of authentication requires you to perform an action on something you posses such as a personal or office phone.

SCO Enterprise Dashboard
The SCO Enterprise Dashboard will be the home of many future services developed and supported by the State of Idaho Controller’s Office as well as all Luma Applications.

What is a StateID?
Every state employee will be identified in the Luma system by a unique identification number known as their “StateID”.

Luma Applications
All State Employees will be required to utilize DUO to authenticate and interact within the Luma system for User Acceptance Testing (UAT), training, and following go-live.

Send Questions to: luma@sco.idaho.gov